GOTR will benefit your girl in ways you can’t even imagine at the start. When you hear about what she is learning and see her face as she crosses the finish line, you’ll understand GOTR’s impact. It’s why more than a million girls from around the country have participated. Donations help GOTR Palm Beach subsidize $101 of every girl’s participation, so that the fee per girl is only $195, rather than the cost of $296. Our fee is all inclusive for families and even includes a 5K event for your girl and her Running Buddy. With the price of some 5K events topping $40 for each participant, that’s up to an $80 value right there, without even considering the 20 empowering lessons that go along with it. GOTR is the place for your girl to be who she really is and explore who she wants to become. It’s the place for her learn to believe in her limitless potential. It’s an opportunity like no other.

- Confidence
- Respect
- Optimism
- Healthy
- Socialization
- Empowerment
- Intentionality
- Goal-setting
- Compassion
- Gratitude
- Responsibility
- Connectedness
- Nurturing
- Focus
- Joy!